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MIF Filter

FrameMaker import and export filter for QuarkXPress

Key features

Compatibility tableHow to buy
MIF Filter contains integrated eSeller, which allows you 
to purchase from within installed try–out version. The 
program turns into fully functional version right after 
ordering. You can also buy it in DTP Tools Online store. 
Transactions are processed by eSellerate inc. 

For enterprise and volume licensing or alternative 
purchase methods, please contact  sales@dtptools.com

 MIF Filter
WINDOWS MAC OS 9 MAC OS X

QuarkXPress 4.03 – 5.x N/A

QuarkXPress 6.0 N/A

MIF Filter is currently the only way to exchange documents 
between QuarkXPress and Adobe FrameMaker.

With MIF Filter installed, QuarkXPress opens FrameMaker 
documents the same way as its own documents. MIF Filter 
also enables export from QuarkXPress to FrameMaker. All 
elements (large tables, page layout, graphic objects, styles 
colors, etc.) are converted. 

MIF Filter was created as a professional tool with the conve-
nience of its users in mind. It’s easy to install, easy to buy 
and easy to use. You can use your FrameMaker documents 
with the added advantage of QuarkXPress environment. 
With MIF Filter you will never have to do the same work twice. 

Due to differences between QuarkXPress and FrameMaker, 
some manual adjusting might be needed after conversion.

ð page layout, master pages, body pages

ð graphic objects

ð tables

ð anchored frames

ð pictures

ð conditional text and conditional tables

ð color:  name, CMYK values, spot attributes 

ð font:  name, angle (italic), weight (bold), position 
(superscript / subscript), case (smallcaps / allcaps), 
underlining, strike, outline, shadow, size, color, 
kerning, tracking

ð paragraph:  name, tabs (left, center, right, align 
on, decimal), alignment (left, right, center, 
justify), keep with next ¶, keep lines together, 
left indent, first indent, right indent, leading, 
space before, space after, default font

ð ruling:  name, type

ð miscellaneous:  autonumbering, column breaks, 
page breaks

ð page layout

ð graphic objects: lines, boxes, pictures

ð anchored graphics

ð color:  name, CMYK values

ð font:  name, angle (italic), weight (bold), position 
(superscript / subscript), case (smallcaps / 
allcaps), stretch, underlining, strike, outline, 
shadow, size, color, kerning, tracking

ð paragraph:  name, next style name, tabs (left, 
center, right, align on, decimal), alignment 
(left, right, center, justify), keep with next ¶, 
keep lines to   gether, left indent, first indent, 
right indent, leading, space before, space after, 
default font

ð ruling:  name, type

ð miscellaneous:  column breaks, page breaks, 
default document layout
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